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‘Then the LORD said to Moses, Why are you crying out to Me? Tell the Israelites to go forward.
And as for you, lift up your Staff and stretch out your Hand over the Sea and divide it, so that the
Israelites can go through the Sea on dry ground. And I will harden the Hearts of the Egyptians
so that they will go in after them. Then I will gain honor by means of Pharaoh and all his Army
and Chariots and Horsemen’. -Exodus 14: 15-17

The purpose of this study is to ascertain the present situation of the Rapture timing of
what remains for 2021. Many were and are expecting the event to occur still in 2021.
There have been many Visions, Dreams and Speculation, but the following will consider
the Feast of Tabernacle as a possible timing. Now, consider that every year, the cycle
of possible Rapture dates that come and go are connected to a Feast of YHVH. What if
it is not really? For example, one is still partial to the whole Summer Wheat Harvest
typology.
And there being an ‘after’ for Boaz and Ruth getting married when both the Barley and
Wheat Harvest had concluded. This would have put the Wedding about a month off.
Although how long that ‘after’ will be prophetically is anyone’s guess. Many have shared
studies about Tabernacles as the Fall Feast come around. They start with Yom Teruah
and funnel through till the end of the year. One can follow all the logic and it is sound,
except the part that Jesus could not have been born in Tabernacles as it is now too cold
for the sheep to be out in the open field as they were on Jesus’ birth day.
Jesus nonetheless expects His People to be still watching and waiting despite one’s
best efforts to ascertain the correct Feast that could correlated to the Rapture event that
is to close-out the Church Age. Thus, those who study the End Times have to look at
the next cycle of Watch Dates, this is assuming the Rapture event is even going to
coincide with one of them. It is a presumption one and others have ran with it. Sure, it
can totally not be the case. This study will consider Tabernacles also for the following
reasons. But first, consider that every Feast of YHVH, all 7 have a ‘Rapture Connection’
1. Passover
Jesus gave the 1st Rapture innuendo during what is known as the LORD’s Super. This was the
commemoration the day before Jesus’ Crucifixion. The Dinner is not really completed. The
‘Drinking of the Cups’ have not been completed as the present reality is an ‘Intermission’, the
Church Age. Jesus promised to come back for His Bride as at that time, Jesus and Disciples,
were and are a type of the Bride. At that Super, they made the Marriage Vow. So, the Rapture
could happen at a Passover Feast to be able to finish the ‘Drinking’ of the Cups, in the Kingdom
as Jesus promised.
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2. Unleavened Bread
At the time of Jesus’ Death, that very Hour, the Veil in the Temple was torn away from Top to
Bottom. And there was a ‘Micro’ Resurrection of Saints that come out from among the Dead.
This was a type of the Veil of a Bride being lifted and a Token of the Resurrection to come that
the Rapture will dove-tail with.
3. First Fruits
Then there is the Resurrection of Jesus on the 3rd Day. This speaks of how because Jesus
arose as the First Fruit of the coming Harvest of Souls during the Church Age and beyond.
Those that had risen were sample to be presented to the Father of the totality that will follow.
Thus, many come to understand and expect a similar Resurrection. But it will be in the ‘Order of
the Resurrection’ and how what is next is the Body that will then connect to the Head,
metaphorically.
4. Shavuot/Pentecost
This feast typifies the ‘Harvest Fields’ turning ‘White as Snow’ that are ripe for gathering. It is a
time of labor and toil for the Souls of Humanity that Jesus came to redeem. Jesus made many
references of how a Harvest is directly associated with the Gathering-in of the Church Age. It is
also at Pentecost that the Church Age began with the indwelling of the GOD the Holy Spirit
being ‘Sealed’ in a Believer of Jesus. The number 4 deals and is associated with a Door, the
Dalet and promise of ‘Escaping’ the Wrath that is to come upon the World, etc.
5. Yom Teruah
Many believe the Resurrection/Rapture event will coincide with the Feast of Trumpets. This is
because of how the ‘Dead in Christ Rise’ due to Trumpet Blast. This Feast of YHVH is the most
popularized one due to this direct association. Many others, however content that it will be the
Return of Jesus what will literally fulfill this Feast and the subsequent ones in order as they were
fulfilled in the Spring during Passion Week.
6. Yom Kippur
Many believe the Rapture could occur during the time the High Priest enters the Holy of Holies
or the Throne. This was a 1 time in a year event and to the Jews is the most Holy of Days as it
deals Atonement or being ‘covered’. Some argue that this is when Jesus could be taking in the
Bride as in a ‘Chamber’ and presenting her to the Father in the Throne Room, etc. But it deals
with Covering of Sin, that Jesus already accomplished at the Cross of Calvary.
7. Sukkot or Tabernacles
Others believe the Resurrection/Rapture will take place during Tabernacles. It is a 7-Day period
where the Jewish People build a ‘Temporary Dwelling’. It was as a commemoration of the
Wilderness Journey of 40 years. Think of 1980-81 as a countdown. Why? Consider that the
number 40 deals with a ‘Time of Testing’ and 2021 coincides to this culmination of counting.
Now, its also suggest a Wedding Sukkah and has echoes of Isaiah 26, which will be developed
next.

Now, considering Tabernacles, what is interesting as many have shared about is its
strong connection to the Gentiles and how one will connect it to Creation Week also.
So, here is one’s take and it has to do with the Moon as shared by many as how it could
be also signaling the timing of the Resurrection/Rapture event by where it is located at
in the Centillions and where it is at and will be Astronomically that could be a
euphemism of the Day of Resurrection/Rapture.
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The 1st consideration has to do with what Hosea 6:2 foretells about the Day of
Resurrection, as some understand. ‘After 2 Days, He will Revive us; on the 3rd Day, He
will Raise us up, that we may live in His Presence’. This is how one interprets it
presently, in how based on the 1 year = 1000 year pattern, the ‘2 Days’ have essentially
been the Church Age. This would be from 32 AD, as one contends was the Birth of
Church Age (assumed) + 2000 years = 2032 AD (Which is measurement of Great
Pyramid by the way.) So, then one would need to subtract the 7-Year Tribulation, etc.
32 AD (year of Crucifixion/Birth of Church Age) + 2000 year or (2 Days) = 2032

But consider that one is assuming Gregorian Years. This may not be the correct
assumption. One has to use the Jewish Years, either a 364 or 360 day count. Suffice to
say that the Church Age is in the Zone to come to a conclusion as the year would be
less than the 365 day count. Then one has to also content that those that are insisting
on using the 2021-2028 timeline due to Psalm 90 are half right. But the start year is off,
in that such are starting from 1948.
But, as one has argued, one needs to be going off of the Sabbath or Shemitah Cycles
since Israel entered the Promised Land as they did the 1st time under Joshua. And for
Modern Israel, the Sabbath Cycles started in 1952. Thus, if you add 70 years from
1952, that is then 2022, Fall. Thus, realize then that the Rapture could still be taking
place then for 2021 then. Again, assuming a ‘Gap’ time’ to prepare the New World
Order and such.
1952 + 70 Years (1 Generation) = 2022
From Fall 2022 to Fall 2029 is the next Sabbath Cycle or
Perhaps Daniel’s 70th Week of Years?

Or the Rapture event in this present Generation could be taking place right at the very
hour of the Red Sea Moment, just before Fall 2022. However, what will it look like down
here? Will it get then as bad as it was for the Israelites that were up against the Armies
of Pharoah and the Wall of Water? And like the dreams many Children have had, true, it
is when the Evil Gates and Fauci’s of the World come for the Children to force Inject
their Poison. And is that not what YHVH used the word to describe the Israelites coming
out of Egypt as, ‘Children of Israel’? Now, about the 3rd Day connection to Creation and
Tabernacles?
Where is the Bride of Christ at now, presently? Prophetically? How close then is the
Rapture seeing that the Nations of the World are intentionally being demolished. Why?
The Evil Luciferins are seeking their Reset for their coming New World Order and
Leader. Thus, consider that if this coming Tabernacles, and again, based on the true 1
month being off synchronization, then for 2021, the 7 Days will be from October 23, 24,
25, 26, 27, 28, 29. Now notice the 3rd Day? The 25th. And the ‘Last Day’? Add the
Shemini Atzerets and Simchat Torah and it is the 31st, All ‘Saints Day’ or Halloween.
And as many Watchers have read/heard, People have perceived a possible Halloween
Rapture timing also. Now, realize that the biggest unknown will be ‘what year’?
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But one’s take on this Tabernacles 7-Day scenario, as in 7 Day Creation and 7 Church
Age or even the ‘7 Canary Island’ time is that based on Hosea. Some consider what is
occurring in La Palma Eruption to be connected in some fashion to the
Resurrection/Rapture event. Nonetheless, could Resurrection/Rapture event then be on
the 3rd Day, but that of a Tabernacle Feast? For 2021, this date/timing would thus
correspond to October 25. Then also consider where the Moon is at astronomically?
This is now where many have associated the Moon’s position to the possible timing of
the Rapture. One can run with that.
Amazingly, the Moon on the 23rd, the start of Tabernacles will be at the Pleiades. And
then on the 25th, the Moon will be dead-on the Silver Gate. So, it is as if the Pleiades
are swept-up and ushered-in through Heaven’s Gate. It echoes of entering a Chamber
or Sukkah, temporarily as Isaiah 26:20 states. And guess what is on the other side of
the Gate, Astronomically? Gemini. Now, this Sign presently is of the ‘Twins’ but it is not
the originally rendering. It is or should be of a Couple, the Wedding Party that will be on
the other side of the Church Age Resurrection/Rapture event.
So, perhaps for some, this possible Astronomical and Feast association is one’s last
‘hope’ for 2021.But one still thinks that most, if not all are missing the Mark with the
2021-2028 timeline due not considering the Sabbath Cycles. And that even if we have
the Cycle count correct, just too many moving parts as it is to really ascertain the
specific ‘Day and Hour’, etc. But one can only give it one’s best shot. Now, how all this
is tagged to the eruption at La Palma? One has never seen a volcano so intense.
Not that one is a Volcano Watcher, but like others who do watch the seismological
events on Earth, many have said it best. It is ‘like a blowtorch’. So much energy. One
has seen and hear the actual Spanish News broadcasts and what they are not wanting
is to have the People panic. But the People are Panicking, on edge and distraught. The
situation is getting worse by the day as of this write-up. There have been evacuations
but the local Government has tried to ‘pacify’ the People that ‘everything is fine’.
They are more worried about losing their Tourism and Cash Crop, Bananas. One can
understand, as that is their life line but. Here is one’s take on what the connected with
how, if it is like the Red Sea Moment, will it be no different for the Bride of Christ’s ‘Red
Sea Moment’? What is Jesus trying to convey or say to that effect? It is revealing how
the Land Marks in the Bible actually convey knowledge even as the Stars as to
meaning, omens and relevance.
Take for example the exact Crossing Points of where the Israelites are believed to have
assembled to cross the Red Sea. So, what was the place called on the West Side of the
Red Sea? And what was the other side they came-up from called? One contends that
the assembly area the Israelites were pegged against the Sea and Pharoah’s Army,
charging from the narrow passages towards them was leading to Nuweiba Beach. This
is on the West Coast of the Gulf of Aqaba about half way down the Sinai Peninsula.
This was called Pi-HaHiroth. The meaning or significance perhaps?
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It is associated with the 4th Station of the Exodus, 1 of 7 that match the Days of Creation
and the Menorah Pattern, etc. And how is the Number 4 significant prophetically? Think
of the Hebrew 4th Letter, Dalet. It signifies a Door, or Stargate perhaps too? As in the
Door to Heaven that will open when Jesus does come from there for His Bride to be
extracted from Earth. So, as many Bible Students know, there are many who also
perceive how Jesus will come on the 4th Watch of the Night, Prophetically. That is from
3am to 6am. There are some Parables regarding such a timing.
Then as surmised, the other side of the Parted Sea was named, Baal-Zephon. This
essentially means, the ‘Lord of the North’. Now, it is known of how the Name is inferred
to the Pagan Deities but they are just Copy-Catted. Why? It is because all Ancient
Civilization know of the innuendo of the True LORD whose Throne is on the Sides of the
North. This for context to say, what is the possible Rapture connection then? Well, for 1,
going through the Water, the Children of Israel, symbolized a Baptism, which means ‘to
put into’…as in the Burial, Death and coming on the other side, transformed and
Resurrected in ‘Newness of Life’ no?
Is this not what will be also happening at the point of the Resurrection and Rapture
event? One’s body will be transported and supernaturally be taken through the Air to
Meet Jesus in the Clouds, etc. To reiterate, the Israelites where ‘hidden’ through the
Water. Thus, if one applies the same Prophetic Type, at the Resurrection/Rapture
event, likewise the Body of Christ will be ‘hidden’ through the Air. It will not be seen and
will be emerging on the other side of this ‘Miraculous’ Door that Jesus will be opening
through such an Element.
And then the other Door or Gate will be associated with the Astronomical Silver Gate,
as noted. For the Israelites back then, it was Water that ‘transformed’ them,
metaphorically. For the Bride of Christ, it will be through the Air. Is there any validity to
this supposition? Well, in research, here is one inference that is ascribed to the
significance of Baal-Zephon, ‘At Ras Kouroun, a small mountain near the marshy Lake
Bardawil, the Serbonian Bog of Herodotus, where Zeus' ancient opponent Typhon was
said ‘to be hidden’.
This just to suggest that perhaps, there is an element of a 4th Station or Watch and that
of an Entity or Body that is ‘Hidden’ by the LORD of the North. And this LORD delivers
the ‘Children’ as He brings them through on the other side of the Red Sea as they enter
then a Sukkah in Heaven. And as Tabernacle Sukkahs, that will only be ‘temporary’.
See Isaiah 26:2 again. But one is not saying that the Rapture event will take place
sometime during the Feast of Tabernacles for 2021. No one can. One can only
comment, observe what is just before the Followers of Christ that are ‘Watching’ and
Waiting as one can only ‘see as through a Dim/Foggy Glass’.
____________________
Main Sources
MoonConnection.com
Stellarium.org
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Wikipedia.com
Chart: 3rd Day Moon of Tabernacles - October 25, 2021
https://nebula.wsimg.com/4195cede62917d0d0de35ce852c778f9?AccessKeyId=D4010
6E1331C24ABD7C3&disposition=0&alloworigin=1
Chart: Red Sea Crossing – From 4th Watch to being Hid by LORD of the North.
https://nebula.wsimg.com/9ea16ee7b345c0687c5e8315643e66bc?AccessKeyId=D401
06E1331C24ABD7C3&disposition=0&alloworigin=1
Superbook: Let My People Go!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nt4kCgt_Kj4
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